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A TRANSLATIONAL RATE COMMAND CONTROL LAW FOR IIOYER ASSIST 

ABSTRACT 

Reiner Suikat 
Institute for Flight Guidance 

DLR (Gcnnan Aerospace Research Establishment) 
Braunschweig, Gennany 

Future helicopters will rely heavily on advanced flight control systems to extend bad weather 
operations and to fully utilize the operational envelope of the vehicle. Especially in hover the pilot workload 
can be significantly reduced by providing advanced command and stability augmentation functions. This 
paper documenLs the design and flight testing of a translational rate command (TRC) control law including 
position/altitude/heading hold functions which completely stabilizes the helicopter and dccouples the inputs. 
Without pilot inputs the control law switches into hold modes, so that precision hover is done automatically. 
The control law has been validated in nonlinear simulations as well as flight tests on the BO 1 05-S3 fly-by
wire/fly-by-light research helicopter of DLR. Discrete-time multi variable control design techniques have 
been used to derive the new control law demonstrating the applicability of such techniques to complex 
nonlinear systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the demand for extended bad weather and single pilot operations advanced control systems 
are becoming increasingly import2.nt in modem helicopters. These systems can provide significant 
reductions in pilot workload owing to stabilization of the aircraft and decoupling of the control inputs. 
Especially in hover the reductions in pilot workload achieved with advanced stability and control 
augmentation systems are remarkable. 

The basic dynamic behavior of a helicopter, whether stability augmentation is being used or not, can 
be classified into certain response types, which describe the way in which the helicopter responds to a pilot 
input. The inherent response type of most helicopters is a rate command response, i.e. the rotational rates 
correspond to the pilot inputs. The benefits of various response types have been studied by Hoh 1, who 
concludes that in most situations pilots prefer a rate command response type. However, in poor visibility 
and hover better pilot ratings arc achieved with attitude command and for certain high gain maneuvers such 
as sidestep and dash a translational rate command (TRC) response yields the best pilot ratings. Translational 
rate command implies that t11e translational velocity of the helicopter is directly controlled by stick inputs. 

This paper documenll the design and flight testing of a TRC control law including position/altitude/ 
heading hold functions. Any pilot input is translated into a commanded value of tl1e corresponding motion 
variable, which arc forward and tr~msverse velocity for cyclic stick input, climb rate for collective input, 
and tum rate for pedal input. Whenever the pilot input is smaller than a certain threshold the hold function 
in the corrc'sponding channel is engaged automatically, thus precision hover above a given spot is achieved 
without any pilot activity. 

l'rc'\·i,>us ex:unpks or control laws providing velocity vector control in hover can be founJ in tlrc 
,\DOCS {.-\dvanced Digit:li/Optical Control System) program of Boeing Ycrtol2 and tlte McDormdl Douglas 
I klico1'tn A \'-05 Flightc'XjX:Iimcnt pwgram3 Both programs demonstrate a significant n:duction in pilot 
worldlleld. Tlw ,\ V-05 !light control system however is not a translational rate command system, since the 
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cornrnand variable is the aircraft acceleration. The velocity vector is maintained in the North/EJs! reference 
frame so that the inertial velocity vector is held independent of yaw. The control law dcscrif>'cri in this pavr 
maintains the velocity vector in the aircraft reference frame, so that a heading change will result in a 

coordinated tum. !loth the A DOCS and the A V-05 control laws arc ba.scd on classical control ccsign 
methods, whereas the control law presented here is based entirely on discrete-time multivericblc c0n!r'oi 
design methods demonstrating the applicability of modem control theory to complex real w0rld systems. 

2. CONTROL LAW STRUCTURE 

In this section the equations for the TRC control law arc derived. The control l3w uses dis~rctc-timc 
multivariablc centro! design methods with separate feedback and fccdforward paths. The fcc,jkck p2th is 
based on a proponional+intcgrator+filtcr (PIF) regulator algorithm which is implemented in ir;cremcm2l 
fonn. To compute the feedback gains an cigcnstructurc assignment method is used and, to acccmmodc:c 
the significant nonlincaritics of the helicopter, an optimal gain scheduling method is applied. Tnc feed for
ward path is based on a non-zero setpoint fonnulation, however, an explicit model followi~g al_;-ori~m ;s 
currently being implemented to enhance the pcrfonnancc of the system. 

PIF Controller 

As mentioned before the feedback control is based on a proportional+integral+fi::cr" strc:turc. 
Consider the linear system given by the discrete-time state equation 

(1) 

This system equation is then augmented with a filter equation. Here the control deflections :re cx~c:ssc.:i 
as an Euler integration of the control rates, 

(2) uk•l :;:;; uk+Tvk, 

where Tis the sample time. Finally, integrator states arc also added, 

(3) 

where the integrator states ( arc an Euler integration of the system outputs y. The addition of L",cx cx:rc: 
system st.1tes provides several benefits. 1l1c filter states limit the bandwidth of the control:cr octpc: :;;:~ 

thereby the susceptibility of the controller to high frequency noise, at the same time they also prevent lar~c 
step commands to the actuators, while U1c integrator states provide perfect steady state tr:ckirg o' :r.: 
output v:Hiables. These equations arc now combined to fonn the PIF system equation: 

(4) X <~> r o x 0 

u 0 I 0 u + Tl v, 

( <>~ TC TD I (, 0 

A linear Cl'ln~unt g:1in kcdback control is applied: 

(5) 
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Tile rc:cdback gain n1atricc:s K ( may be computed using any method for linear discrete-time controller 
.r.u, 5 

design. In the current research a standard cigcn.structurc method is used, since this provides an easy wJ.y 
of,atisfying the banllwidlh requirements in the handling qualities specifications and also to shape the modes 
of tlrc system, which is needed for dynamic decoupling. 

(;ain Scheduling 

A significant problem in the computation of the feedback gains is posed by tile nonlinearitics of the 
helicopter. The most important nonlinear terms arc the kinematic coupling terms, e.g. in the longitudinal 
equation of motion6 · 

(6) 

the terms VR and WQ. Early simulation results indicated that these nonlincaritics demand a gain scheduled 
control law. Presently the feedback gains arc scheduled with respect to the three kinematic velocity 
components u, v, and w using a special scheduling algorithm that computes gain matrices which minimize 
the errors in the cigenstructurc assignment over all design points7 This optimal gain scheduling algorithm 
is described in the following paragraphs. 

A quadratic gain schedule in one variable, in this case u, is given by 

(7) 

The simplest way to compute the coefficient matrices K 0 ,1.2 is to compute individual gain matrices at a 
number of design points and usc a least squares approximation to obtain the cccfficient matrices. 
Unfortunately a least squares approximation cannot account for the performance of the scheduled gains. To 
this end an optimal pole-placement gain-scheduling algorithm has been devised that minimizes the errors 
in the eigcnstructure assignment over all design points. This algorithm works by first recasting the schedul
ing problem into a constant-gain output-feedback problem8 Consider a constant output-feedback control 
u = -KCy, then a quadratic schedule according to Eq. (7) is achieved by setting 

(8) 

and 

(9) c 
C = uC 

The const:rnt-g:rin output-feedback problem is solved following the procedure given in Ref. 7 by minimizing 
the cost function: 

( 1 0) J = L;tr((KC1-K)vp1vJ(KC1-K/) 
j 
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where Q· is a diagonal weighting matrix, 
K;. v1 arc the gain matrices and closed-loop eigenvector matrices at the design ]XJirlls, 

K ~ [Ko Kt K2] arc the coefficient matrices to be computed, and 
C~- arc the output matrices in the form given by Eq. (9) with " = "; bcinp the velocity Jt the 
design ]XJint j. 

The solution found by setting the panial derivative dJ(()K = 0 is given as 

( 11) 

where w1 = V
1
Q;VT- This gain mauix K yields a gain schedule with one parameter. To obtain L~.e cesircd 

gain schedule with three parameters the following procedure is used: First separate gain schedules K •.. K--. 
and Kw arc computed for U, V, and W. Th?n these gain schedules arc combined into one schccuk- · 

(12) 
1 

K = 3(K vo + K vo + K wtl) 

Here the contribution of each velocity component is scaled by the ratio of the velocity com pone~' c~.d t'-.c 
total velocity. 

Feedforward Path 

The feedforward path is responsible for good response to pilot inputs. Here a nonzcco sc:poi~t 

fonnulation is used, which means that the steady state output vector y of the system will tcack z co~st~c'1t 
command vector Yc· The corresponding ideal values for the state and control vectors arc then o~ca'~cd cs 

(13) x· Sxy, 
u· S ,Y' 

where 

(14) sx <P-I 

~r s 
' 

c 

is the inverse of the quad panition matrix of the linear system. While this definition is only 'zlic' for a 
constant command vector, cxp:ricncc has shown that good tracking is also achieved for slow],· Yc:-yirc~ 
cornmantls. In this case x' and u' arc fanning the so called 'star-trajectory'. It is also nccc>Sary to ~cfine 
star valu'" for the integrator st3tcs (. These V3lucs define the change in the intcgr:Jror q:Jtcs due to a 
command change. /\ linear relationship between the commanded output 'ector and the >ra:- v:Jlc:cs of t!1e 
integrator vector 

( 15) 
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is assumed. In tile current research .)'( is set to be a diagonal matrix with negative entries, i.e. a command 
input in any variable will only affect the corresponding integrator state. The rationale for selecting a 
negative value is explained wi\h a simple example in Fig. 1. In \his figure the response of a simple linear 
system with constam gain feedback on the system states as well as an additional integrator state to a step 

input for several values of S ( is shown. Since the system lags behind tl1e step input. tl1e integral of tile out

put error, which is the area between the output curve and the step command, will initially become negative. 

If the controller is asked to drive this integral back to zero. i.e. if s, = 0, then this can only be achieved 

with some overshoot. Selecting a negative value for S, on tl1e other hand yields a response with little or 

no overshoot, depending on \he panicular value. Obviously the magnitude of s, should not be taken too 

large, since this will slow down \he system response significantly. Indeed one can achieve a response 
characteristic such that \he output will initially move into the wrong direction. Currently no algoritlun is 

known to the author to compute \he optimal values for S, and so \he values arc optimized using simulation 

runs. 

Fig. 1 Response of a simple system wi\h integrator 

s, = 0 
" S~=-1.0 

Sc, = -2.0 

The feedback control Jaw is now modified such \hat \he feedback gains multiply the differences 
between tile octuol and the star-values of the stoles. the controls. and \he integrators: 

(16) 

lncrcment:Jl Control L:1w 

The tina! step in the derivation of the control law equations is the incremental implementation. which 
provides the benellts of implicitly including a full sample period computation time (in conjunction with 
using liltcr st:Jtcs) and also allowing tl1e usc of the measured quantities r.1tl1cr than penurlJJtion qumtitics 
in the control law. This second benellt is very imponant. since the control law in this fom1 docs not require 
any kind of t<im tables or equations. but still provides :Jutomatic trim functions. Tile b:Jsic idea is to write 
down ll1c dillcrcncc t>et\vcen lwo successive sample steps: 
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(I 7) -KA(x,_ 1 -xk-2)-(x;_,-x;_2)) 

-K.((uk-1- u,_2) -(u;_,- u;_2)) 

-Kc({ (H- (,_2)- ( 0-, - 0-2)) 
It can be shown" that under the assumption of a constant command Eq. (17) is also valid for total 

values X ~ X0 +x, i.e. the nominal values cancel out of the equation. Using 

(IS) 

(19) 

and 

(20) 

Eq. (17) can now be rewritten as 

(21) 

Also 

(22) 

V,_ 1 ~ - Kx(X,_ 1 - X,_2) 

+(I- TK.) V,_2 - TK((Y,_2 - Yc,<-2) 

+(KzSx +K.s. +K(S()(Ue.<- Uc,k-1) 

These arc the equations that are actually implemented in the flight computer. Observe the following 
facts: 1l1c control position at time k depends only on values of the state vector at or before time k-1, while 
the feed forward tcnm achieves an immediate control response since vk- t depends on uc.k· Note also th:lt the 
computation of the star trajectory values is included implicitly in the fecdforv;ard tenn. 1l1e structure of 
this control law is depicted in Fig. 2. 

3. TRC CONTROL LAW FOR HELICOPTER 

The controller structure derived in the previous section is now applied to a helicopter comrol law 
provir1ing translational rate command and position hold functions. Here the helicopter is described by a:1 
eight degrees of freedom linear model with the state vector x = [u w q 0 v p r til]' and the control vcct,,r 
11 = U\.01 opi<ch 8,011 8pcdl'· Since the control law shall provide tracking for translational velocity comm:mds 
the output vector is selected to bey= [U V< H '!']'.While the implemented control law uses the nonlinor 
equations to compute tile output variatles 'from tile measured state variables. this is not possible in tile 
lec'dilack gain design. !!ere tile output vector is approximated by y = [u ,. -w r]'. Note til at the bodv-:t\is 
coordin:\le system is defined such tilat the z-:nis is pointing downward, hence lr is appr0\imated t'y -"·· 

The ,,igenvalues for the rotational modes as given in Table I have been selected to s:Hisfy tile 
ban,twidtil spccilkations given in the ilandling-qualitics requircments9 Note tilat a large rLtmping r;Hio is 
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y C, k-1 

SYSTEM 

Fig. 2 Control law block diagram 

Table 1 Design eigenvalues for TRC control law 

Mode 

1) 
2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 

11) 
12) 
13) 
l "1) 

Pitch 
Roll 
Longitudinal 
Vertical 
Lateral 
Yaw 

Collective 
Cyclic pitch 
Cyclic roll 
Pedal 

motion 
" 
" 

filter 
" 
" 
" 

Long. vel. integrator 
La t . vel. 11 

Altitude rate 11 

Yaw rate " 

/ 
Foodforward Signal 

X State Vector 
U Control Vector 
Y Output Vector 
~ Integrator Vector 
V Control Rate Vector 

w (rad/s) 

4. 5 
5.0 
0. 2 
0.5 
0.3 
6.0 

8.0 
14.0 
15.0 
20.0 

1.0 
1.2 
2.0 
1.5 

o.s 
0. 9 
l.C 
1.0 
l.C 
l.C 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
1.0 
l.C 
1 . c 

sekctcd Cor the two oscillatory modes to ~duee oscillations. Past experience 7 has shown tll:ll the filter 
frequencies should be signit!cantly higher tltan that of any aircraft mode. However, a fairly small bandwidth 
was selected for tlte collective filter, since any input to the collective actuator results in a change in rcqui~d 
cnt;ine tmquc. The small bcmdwidth in this control channel rccluccs the required rate of the torque clungcs. 
The integrator eigenvalues arc a compromise between small values (linlc coupling, but slow n.:srx.'nsc to 
disturbanc·cs) and large values (fast response, but increased coupling). 
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To achieve the desired dynamic clccoupling of the aircraft modes eigenvector sh:lping is applied. 'lllc dcsi;:n 
closed-loop eigenvectors <lrt: listed in Table 2. For example, the pitch mode eigenvector is such t!:;ll t::c 
dominant clcrncnt corTcsrx>nds to Q, wllilc tile clements corrcsrxJnding to P :md II arc both set t() ;ceo, 
resulting in a pure pitching motion for that mode. The filter and integrator eigenvectors arc al1 dc\:p~~d 
such that tile filters (or integrators) arc fully dccouplcd. 
Table 2 Design eigenvectors lor TRC control law 

1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ] 3 14 

X X 1 X X X X X X X X X X X G' 
X 0 X 1 X X X X X X X X X X i,' 

1 0 X X 0 0 X X X X X X Y. X 0 
X X X X X X X X Y. Y. X z X X 8 
Y. X X X 1 X X X X X X X X X ·; 

0 1 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X ? 
0 X 0 0 X 1 X X X X X X X X F. 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X <!:> 

X X X Y. X X 1 0 0 0 X X X X Ccl:. 
X X X X X X 0 1 0 0 X X X X ? :.. :.. ::--. 
X X X X X X 0 0 1 0 X X X X ?.c2. ::_ 

I X X X X X X 0 0 0 1 X X X X ?eC.c._ 

I 
I 

il 

II 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

where: 

X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X 

'0' element shall be exactly zero 
'I' element shall be the largest 
'x' element may have any value 

Hold Functions 

1 0 c. 0 ~..? v 

0 1 0 0 •'-
0 0 . 

0 
.·.": 

- I 
0 0 0 1 '1' I 

In addition to the control law described so far position/altitude/heading hold functions arc implc~e~.:cd 1s 
separate outer loops. For each channel constant gains arc applied to the position error as well 2.S L~.c r:,:c 
to obtain artificial pilot commands for the TRC control law. Since the output vector used in tk TRC 
control is defined to be translational velocity, climb rate, and heading rate, it can be used dircc:ly f~r t:cc 
rate feedback of the hold functions. The position error is computed as a simple integral or the tr:,ns12:'o~:d 
velocities. while the altitude and heading errors arc obtained from the sensor equipment. As an e\:."T1(c 
the structure of the position hold function is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Ek-1 ~ 

¢~c,k 

L------------------~·~~ Q 

Fig. 3 Hold function implementation 

The hold functions arc activated automatically whenever no pilot inputs arc applied to the system, they can 
also be switched off completely to better investigate the performance of the inner control loops. 

4. CONTROL LAW VALIDATION 

The control law described in the previous sections has been validated using nonlinear simulatiorcs and 
f1ight tests. The B0105-S3 research helicopter of DLR was Down with the TRC control engaged at for,.·ard 
speeds ranging from -20kts to +40kts, sideways ±20kts, climb rates of ±lCXXlft!min, and tum ra:cs of 
±90deg/scc. Wind speeds during the test f1ights were up to 30kts. All modes of the control law have been 
exercised during the flight tests and no major problems were encountered. There was a slight pitch-roil 
oscillation witll a frequency of about 0.5Hz, which the pilots found somewhat annoying, as well as some 
residual coupling between the inputs. These problems arc due to modeling errors and the use of a simple 
feed forward structure in the control law and will be resolved for the next flight test campaign. 

Flight Test Setup 

In this paragraph the general setup for the flight tests is described. The B0105-S3 research helicop:er 
is equipped with a simplex full authority fly-by-wirc/Oy-by-light system controlled by the test pilot using 
regular flight controls. A full mechanical backup is provided for the safety pilot who can wke conc-ol of 
the aircraft at any time by simply overpowering the fly-by-wire actuators, which arc coupled into the 
mechanical controls with springs, hence a redundant t1y-by-wirc control system is not needed. The sens0r 
package consists of a strapdown attitude and heading reference system, digital air data compute:. and 
Doppler radar. The pilot control panel allows mode selection and in t1ight parameter adjustmcnLI using 
software controllccl switches and potentiometers. 

Tl1c test engineer coordinates and monitor.; the Oight tests from the ground. For this ~urposc a PC~t 
data link lx:twccn the helicopter and the ground station is provided that transmits flight data and also 
intercom voice connection. 111c ground station is equipped with a video display to observe the helicopter, 
a quicklook screen display, strip chan recorders, and data storage on analog tape as well as hard disk. 

Flight Test Results 

In tile following pMcrgrai'l\s some c'Cunples arc slmwn to demonstrate the capability of the pn.';'-.'ScJ 
control law. 
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Forward velocity command 

Fig. tl shows !lH~ response or tile helicopter to a series of' forward velocity command inputs. The pilot 
input is filtered with a first order Jag filler to dampen the response of the controller, this filtered signal is 
shown in the figure (dashed line in upper left plot). Since the helicopter first needs to pitch in order to 
accelerate, t11e delay of the response (continuous line) is quite natural. While most of the activity in the 
pitch angle and control deflection curves is due to the command changes, the small oscillation which w<L 
mentioned earlier can also be observed. TI1e sharp deceleration command at t=37 sec from about 20 kls to 
hover results in a rapid pitch-up from -10 dcg to about 20 de g. This rapid pitching motion leads in turn to 
an undesired climb which can be attributed mainly to the simple feed forward structure used in the current 
control law design. 

)0 -·--------~-·--. 

1 
(ff) 

/: -- actual s g 20 """ 1 -- - command ' / ~ 
~ 

10 1 200 

/' ! 
0 

~ 
0 ; '•··----- , ..... '•, .- • 

'•._ j ~ ·10 ... ·. (J ·= ·. .. 
-20 .-'(<) 

0 10 "' 30 " 50 if) 70 80 90 0 ,L-_''"'o--wc:c---e:,o---,c<o-"---,c,c---:"'.-~70--~IIG---~ 
Tirn<:lv..c) 

20,--------~--------~ 70,--------------------~ 

1': _ t\ A ~ (~ " n ~- i i ·
10 

~~ \,) \) ~ \( I) '-J 11 
I 

·20
0!:----,:;;,---,,o;;;o----;;;30:---:;,o,---:;,o:---:;"',---;;,o,---:;so:---;;90 

T;,-., (tGC) T 1..'1'>:: (.oe<:) 

Fig. 4 Response to forward velocity commands 
(Ground speed and pitch angle) 

Lateral vclocitv command 

The response of the helicopter to a lateral velocity input is shown in Fig. 5. Again good tracking of 
the command is achieved. As in the previous example rapid changes of the commanded velocity result in 
an undesired climb rate, here the peak is at about 200ft/min (about lm/s). In addition a significant heading 
change of almost 30 deg can be observed. TI1is heading change can be attributed to errors in the 
aerodynamic model leading to an overcompensation of the open loop coupling, which is negative yaw due 
to positive v. 
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Fig. 5 Response to lateral velocity commands 
(Ground speed and bank angle) 

Position hold 

In Fig. 6 the accuracy of the position hold loop is demonstrated. At wind speeds ranging from 10-
20kts the position error with respect to the internally generated position reference stays less than 0.5m. 
Since no sensor signal is available for position measurement, the position is computed from the Doppler 
radar signal and therefore offsets in the Doppler radar signal will cause a drift in position. This drift can 
neither be measured nor compensated for internally and depends entirely on the accuracy of the Doppler 
radar. 

X-Din:ction 

I i 
0.5 ~ 

' 2 0. 
g i 

' ~ .0.5L 
! 

·•' 0 10 20 )0 " 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Tim: (sec} 

•, Y -Direction 

]: 0.5 ~ 
2 I ;.:: 0 
g 

' ' .().50. 

• 
·I' 

0 10 20 lO " 50 60 70 "' 90 100 

Tunc(J«:) 

Fig. 6 Position error with position hold engaged, wind speed I0-20kts 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

1\ transiclliOnal rate COI\\11\and control Jaw has been developed and Oight tested on a Oy-by-wirc 
hclicoptn by DLR showing signilicant reductions in pilot workload and thereby freeing up the pilot for 
other tasks. Tltc control law pi\Widcs velocity vector and heading control plus position/altitude/heading hold 
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functions. In addition turn coordination is achieved automatically, i.e. a heading clnnpc will result in a 
coordinated lllnl. All modes of the control law have been validated during the llight tests. Tracking of 
velocity cornrnands was found to be good, but some coupling was observed, the main problem being climb 
rates resulting f'rom rapid pitching motions during acceleration or deceleration. This coupling can be 
attributed to the simple fee<!forward structure used in the initial flights. Currently an explicit model 
following algorithm is being implemented to eliminate this coupling. i\ slight pitch-roll oscillation with a 
frequency of about 0.5 I Jz was also observed, this oscillation is a result of modeling errore; and should also 
be eliminated for the next llight test campaign. 

The control law was designed using discrete-time multivariable control design methods demonstrating 
the applicability of modem control design methods for linear systems to complex and highly non-linear 
systems. 'f11e computation of the required feedback and feed forward matrices is completely automated using 
Mi\TLJ\Bto programs. It should be pointed out that tuning individual loop gains is practically impossible 
with this type of control law design. Gain matrices arc changed by modifying design parametcrc; like desired 
pole locations and/or corrections to the linear models of the helicopter. 
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